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COLLECTION
BY HANS K
Hans K is an international furniture brand
with a creative team in Scandinavia
and other parts of the world. The
authentic Hans K collection consists of
contemporary, timeless pieces made
of sustainable raw materials. Infusing
the brand’s rich history with its modern
taste, Hans K strikes the perfect balance
between generational knowledge and
innovative design.
Through collaborations with outstanding
designers, complemented with consistent
quality craftsmanship, Hans K produces
a unique and dynamic collection, both
for home and public areas. Hans K
headquarter is based in Kinna, close
to Gothenburg, Sweden. The Hans K
collection consists of various series in
which different pieces of furniture can be
combined well together. Feel free to mix
the Hans K collection as you want. Use
your creativity and combine.

ZIGZAG
BY MARKUS JOHANSSON

Add a nice graphic expression into
any room with the ZigZag chairs.
Markus Johansson with a slight upgrade makes
the ZigZag chair beyond comparison with its
traditional ancestors. The minimalistic graphic
expression is obtained by shifting the positions
of the rods into a ‘’zig zag’’ formation for its
backrest.
Zig Zag chairs adapt absolutely any space, such
as dining room, living room, bedroom, hallway,
office, restaurant, hotel…

ZIGZAG
BY MARKUS JOHANSSON

Minimalistic table design fits any
interior style and combines well with
different Hans K chairs.
Zig Zag tables adapt to both private and
public dining spaces. The Series is enriched with
a variety of tables that you can choose from.
The same design is applied in several shapes
and dimensions. This allows you to combine
tables for different purposes in the same space
or find the right size for your dining area.

SAN
MARCO
BY MARKUS JOHANSSON

Modern, stable, and comfortable chairs,
bar chairs and tables, entirely made out
of solid wood.
Rounded shapes and elegant appearance inspired
by the architecture of the Piazza San Marco bring
everyone to Venice for a moment. San Marco series
carries its charm anywhere you bring it, whether it
is your home, office, hotel, or restaurant. And can
easily be well combined with other Hans K products.

COLIBRI
BY MARKUS JOHANSSON

Esthetic, stable, and
comfortable chairs,
bar chairs, and bar
stools. Mainly in
solid wood, with the
plywood backrest
and the leather seat.

The chair seen from the profile resembles
the same-named bird in motion and
therefore comes the name Colibri. The
design itself resulted from the search for
the perfect sit comfort. That is achieved by
the rounded backrest made out of plywood
which provides perfect comfortable support
for your back, while the cushion seat adds
softness.
Fantastic multifunctional design by Markus
Johansson, a perfect choice for a dining
table as well as for the gathering spaces
such as restaurants.

VERONA
BY MARKUS JOHANSSON

A minimalistic, comfortable, and elegant chair calls
you to make your own choices of materialization mix.
Verona chair allows you to be your own designer, to choose
between different materializations for the base, seat, and backrest.
You can choose between different colors of wood, and many types
of fabrics and leather for seat and backrest. Verona series consists
of chairs, tables, and sideboards. This flexible system with its clean
design fits nicely in both private homes and public spaces. Markus
Johansson gives us another functional and elegant series to enjoy
over years.

RAINBOW
BY MARKUS JOHANSSON

Rainbow series consists of chairs, tables,
cabinets, and sideboards. This series
brings a lot of joy and opportunities.
As in nature, Rainbow products give you
the freedom to be creative and that way
make your very personal items.
You can choose between different wood processing,
and many types of fabrics and leathers, as well as
glass for the cabinet doors.
Designer Markus Johansson translated nature into
the product this time. Not only that shapes remind
us of the Rainbow, but all its opportunities. Perfect
for dining areas, in both private and public spaces.

Y5
BY SAMI KALLIO

Sami Kallio brings an exciting
and striking design inspired by
the great masters.
Five rotated molded plywood cut-outs that
reminiscent of letter Y are linked together
into an organic and strong form of the
backrest. Y5 chair with its simple graphic
expression can fit any modern or traditional
environment.
In cooperation with Hans K the Y5 chair has
been produced since 2016 and has already
won two great awards. Now the Y5 series
consists of chairs, bar charis and lounge.
2018 – German Design Award
2016 – Design S award

BREMEN
BY JANNIS ELLENBERGER

The Bremen lounge and ottoman promise a relaxing seat comfort. By playing with wood and
leather, Jannis Ellenberger makes the unique lounge chair with remarkably designed details.
Inspired by the great masters of the Bauhaus. Perfect for living rooms, office, or any kind of
comfortable seating areas. For a better comfort combine the lounge with the ottoman.

RACQUET
BY JANNIS ELLENBERGER

With the Racquet series, we
respond to the demand for trendy
furniture made of solid wood in
combination with rattan.
We strive for a timeless piece of furniture that
everyone will enjoy for years to come. The
Racquet series is a playful and smart design
where appearance and functionality go hand
in hand.
Racquet series brings the whole new
charming expression of the space when
the sun slides through the rattan.
Designer Jannis Ellenberger brings back the
1920 s design icons, but with a new touch.
Very elegant furniture that can fit perfectly
into any home.

BAR
CHAIRS
Unique designs, made of solid wood, are available in various colors and
heights. Choose a design that suits your space. The bar chairs are a great
addition to any space, from your private kitchen to a bar or a restaurant.
Cushions are available as well in different materials and colors.
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